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As an acknowledged leader in the provision of
control & automation solutions to some of the
World’s most successful machinery builders, we have
had the opportunity to publish a number of articles
in the UK’s premier journals for the manufacturing
industry. These case studies have been used to
highlight and promote the very real business
benefits that have been realised through the close
working partnerships with our clients, including:
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n Increased sales
n Reduced manufacturing costs
n Improvements in quality
n Improved production throughput times
n Reductions in customer lead times
n Increased profitability

“We look to adopt a consultative
approach when engaging with
our customers, looking to first
fully understand and appreciate
their areas of constraint and
‘business pain’, before we look to
design a manufacturing solution
that will deliver specific remedies,
based on their individual needs.
The solutions we offer are able to
deliver significant and measurable
results for our customers.”

Read on for

case studies
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Growth still the fastest
way to profitability
Manufactures should target
growth over cost cutting to help
drive increased profits.
That is the belief of Tony Hague, managing director of
automation specialists PP Control & Automation. Tony
has seen the company secure a number of contracts from
OEMs looking for a boost in capacity through strategic
outsourcing, and is calling for the wider industry to follow
suit.

In recent years, West Midlands based PP Control &
Automation has become one of the world’s largest and
most respected suppliers of electrical control systems,
cable harnesses and sub-contract manufacturing
solutions.

He says that PP Control & Automation have been able to
maximise the benefits of being able to offer immediate
solutions to capacity issues, reductions in production lead
times and greater flexibility in managing costs during
periods of fluctuating volumes.

The company has completed a £1m expansion of its
site, giving it a further 1000 square metres of production
space, and a dedicated logistics and material department
– something that Tony says is will benefit them and help
attract business going forward.

“The ways in which machinery builders pursue profit
growth is vastly different, depending on both their culture
and the markets they serve. In essence, there are only two
ways to achieve this ‘holy grail’
and the first one typically focuses
inwardly on cost cutting,” Tony
continued.

“It’s all about strategic partnerships and firms realising the
huge benefits of being able to find
a partner to take responsibility for
non-core manufacturing, leaving
them free to concentrate on what
they do best.

“Find a partner to take
responsibility for non-core
manufacturing”

“The alternative is to grow market
share and, more times than not,
this will deliver you the best
outcome. For example, imagine a
machine builder that produces 10
machines a month, each machine
sells for £200,000 with an average profit of 10%.

“We’ve taken it a step further
by working with our clients to
develop the process, improve
design and functionality. This has
led to a reduction in future costs
and better product performance.

“If that company could build and sell 12 machines a month
– with the same overheads and direct costs – this would
put £40,000 a month on to the bottom line…that’s almost
£500,000 per year. You would have to cut a lot of costs to
get that level of additional profit.”

“It’s clear that strategic outsourcing, if done properly,
offers an infinite amount of possibilities for machine
builders who are prepared to question their own core
capabilities and not just accept that because ‘we have
always done it this way, it will always be the best way’.”
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Create capacityUnlocking Growth Potential
UK manufacturing is strong and
machine builders are reporting full
order books. But there could be a
problem, writes Tony Hague.

What are the options?
Let’s assume manufacturers have exhausted the obvious shortterm fixes, including overtime working and trying to pull in
additional subcontract labour. Both of these are costly and the
latter can also affect quality and productivity.

Whether it is ‘weaker’ sterling assisting with export
competitiveness or one of the other purchasing trends, you can’t
help but feel a sense of optimism when speaking to machine
builders.

What’s next? Do you hire and train more people, or perhaps
invest in physical space by extending the factory?

Pretty much all of them are enjoying full order books, with many
also predicting strong forecasts – so in short, there’s no need to
be concerned, right?

These both involve considerable financial resource, take time
and carry risks. What happens if demand declines in the future,
especially with the cloud of Brexit on the horizon? The company
then becomes saddled with additional costs that they will need
to cut, and cut quickly.

Perhaps, but can you actually have too much demand? If you
take into account the industry ‘vibe’, there does appear to be
a worrying trend of ‘too much sales demand’ causing an array
of problems for all sectors – from machine tools, printing and
packaging, to food processing and medical.

Strategic outsourcing

When sales rocket and exceed production capacity – without any
operational change – there is only one inevitable outcome, and
that is extended sales lead times.

This is where strategic outsourcing can be such a remarkable
remedy for a business. Note the word ‘strategic’. I’m not talking
about outsourcing processes as a short-term quick fix, but a
redeveloped supply chain and operational strategy that will
provide long-term benefits to the machine builder.

Some machine builders may have the luxury of being in a niche
market where competition is limited, or they enjoy brand loyalty
such that customers are prepared to wait – but that is the
exception, not the rule.

There is nothing new about the theory of outsourcing.
However, it is incredible how many machine builders in the UK
underestimate what it can do for their business – supporting
revenue growth, providing production agility and giving financial
security and benefits.

Many companies now face more global competition than ever
before and if they are pushing out lead times then they are
simply allowing their competitors to get a foothold with their
customers.

Many companies rarely stop long enough to look inwardly and
analyse their true areas of core competence – and how those
processes are critical to success and the generation of revenue
and profit.

This may not be felt while order books are full, but what about
the long-term effects?
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Equally, they never look at activities that are non-core to them,
where they are not ‘best in class’ and which actually cost them
money rather than making it.
Why tie up valuable resource and skilled operators performing
non-core processes that another business could do better?
Machine builders that have taken the time to do this analysis
and have embarked on strategic outsourcing have seen some
remarkable results.

At PP Control & Automation, a number of our customers have doubled their sales
revenues with no additional people and no more space, a remarkable achievement
and one that many firms struggle to comprehend, despite the conclusive evidence.

Using this approach, machine builders currently enjoying a full
order book no longer need to worry about testing customer
loyalty with increasing sales lead times. Instead, they should
consider how strategic outsourcing could provide a long-term
solution for managing growth and taking full advantage of the
buoyant marketplace.
Remember – your competitors are probably already thinking
about it.

PP launches videos to discuss the benefits of outsourcing
PP Control & Automation has tapped into the thirst for video content
and digital marketing by launching three new videos designed to
discuss the benefits of strategic outsourcing.

“One of the key areas we have focused on was digital media and
generating new video content to promote across our website and
social media channels was an integral part of this approach.”

The company has used the power of animation to talk potential
customers through the process and how it can help them increase
capacity, reduce lead times and mitigate the risk of fluctuating sales.

He concluded: “It seems to be paying off too. The first video was
only released in September and has already enjoyed 2,500 views
and really brought the topic of strategic outsourcing to the fore.”

Videos are between 90 and 150 seconds long and are available via the
company’s website and through its social media channels, with the first
one focusing on unlocking your growth potential, while the second
one asks the question…are you losing orders because you’re too busy.

The third video introduces how PP Control & Automation
has worked with Ishida Europe, a world leader in the design,
manufacture and installation of weighing, inspection and packaging
lines, to increase its capacity and sales.

“We have spent a lot of time and effort in exploring how we can target
new markets and the techniques we can use to reach them,” explained
Tony Hague.

A customer interview and on-site footage explains how clients can
benefit from some of the points raised in the first two mini films.

WATCH: THE BENEFITS OF
STRATEGIC OUTSOURCING
Click here to watch the 3 video series
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Sixth Sense: PP’s Six Sigma journey
Ian Knight, Chief Technical and Information Officer at West Midlands-based PP
Control & Automation, talks about the firm’s Six Sigma journey and why more UK
manufacturers need to follow a similar path.
shopfloor, as his firm has grown from £15 million to £20
million turnover in the past five years.
“In a nutshell, Six Sigma is a disciplined, datadriven
approach and methodology for eliminating defects,”
Knight continues. “Although its origins date back to the
1800s, the first notable use in modern manufacturing was
in 1986 when a pioneering Motorola engineer called Bill
Smith introduced it into production to change the culture
of counting defects per thousand to counting defects per
million.
“Is 99% good enough? Well, it’s the equivalent to about
15 minutes of unsafe drinking water every day or no
electricity for almost seven hours each month!

Just when we thought productivity of UK workers was
in the ascendancy, out comes a report (http://tinyurl.com/
j8hrmgw) from the Office for National Statistics telling us
the exact opposite.

“Working with defects per million gives you a thousand
times more opportunity to improve your quality
performance. Thirty years on from Bill Smith, the same
methodologies are used across many companies and lots
are extremely effective. However, the success rate of a
lean/Six Sigma transformation isn’t as good as you would
imagine, with some qualified commentators estimating it
anywhere between 5% and 50%.”

In fact, not only is our ability to compete with international
rivals heading downwards instead of upwards, it is at the
same level as it was before the prefinancial crisis – hardly
the feel-good news UK plc needs, especially with more
Brexit uncertainty looming ominously around the corner.

Ian continues: “Albert Einstein famously defined insanity
as ‘doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results’. So why, when given the odds,
do we do just that? Why do so many fail?”

The hourly output per worker in the UK fell by 0.5% in the
first three months of 2017, so again we’ll be faced with the
million-dollar question: how do we solve the productivity
puzzle and stop lagging behind trading partners in the US,
France and Germany?
There probably isn’t one golden answer to this. However,
one thing that is certain is that lean manufacturing and
the implementation of Six Sigma can play an important
role in cutting out waste and, subsequently, boosting
productivity.
The big issue here is that a significant proportion of
British manufacturing is failing to fully embrace these two
industrial practices. Yes, they may say they are ‘lean’ or
are committed to getting some of their staff trained to Six
Sigma Green Belt standard, but the reality is they’re saying
it because their competitors do or, even if their intentions
are honourable, they’ll be sacrificed the first time things
don’t go quite right.
“Lean and Six Sigma aren’t fads, they have to be built
into your culture, they’re part of your everyday routine,”
explains PP Control & Automation’s Ian Knight.
The company’s Chief Technical and Information Officer
has been a Black Belt in Six Sigma for nearly nine years,
and has seen first-hand the difference it makes on the
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In his own words: Ian Knight on…
“Lean and Six
Sigma should be
firmly built into
the culture
of your site”

supplying electrical control systems, cable harnesses and
subcontract manufacturing solutions to 13 of the world’s
largest manufacturers.
Below are some important lessons we’ve learned along
the way, lettered a - i.

a. Strategy
This is the first step in making Six Sigma work for your
business. Before you start the journey, you must have
determined ahead of time what your vision and direction
will be. Set this as your strategy and communicate it
widely across the business so that everyone knows what
is happening and, more importantly, what their role is in
making it happen.

1) What is Six Sigma?
There are so many different explanations to this question
that engineers at the start of their Six Sigma journey can
often get lost in the translation.
One of the easier-to-understand definitions is that
‘Six Sigma is the implementation of a measurement
based strategy that focuses on process improvement
and variation reduction through the application of
improvement projects’. The key message here is
‘measurement-based’, not ‘opinion-based’.

A word of warning: don’t attempt too much too quickly,
but don’t introduce it too slowly either. Getting the
balance right will mean the initiative will burn bright
throughout the company, not just fade into the
background.

b. Leadership

Primarily, this is accomplished through the use of two submethodologies:

Identify your leaders at the very start. You want leaders
who are firm and inspiring, relentless and resilient,
demanding yet forgiving, focused and flexible. Above
all, they have to be smart and highly respected in the
business.

DMAIC
n Define the problem and the project goals;
n Measure in detail the various aspects of the current
process;
n Analyse data to find the root defects in a process;
n Improve the process;
n Control how the process is done in the future.

Every successful company has at least one of these
leaders. They must be a passionate part of the lean and Six
Sigma leadership team. Involve them in the design of the
programme and listen to their views. It’s more than likely
that they will go on to become your future Green or Black
Belts.

DMADV
n Define the project goals;
n Measure critical components of the process and the
product capabilities;
n Analyse the data and develop various designs for the
process, eventually picking the best one;
n Design and test details of the process;
n Verify the design by running simulations and a trial, and
then handing over the process to the client.

c. Champions
Expertise is essential when implementing and delivering
Six Sigma. So is critical mass. There must be a sufficient
amount of knowledge among a sufficient number of
people for initiatives to work initially and then spread
through the company.

The DMADV method is typically used when creating new
processes or new products and services.

Furthermore, the expertise must reside within line staff.
Everyday support must come from senior, respected
line managers who have the most to gain (or lose) and
have the power and authority to make things happen.
Abdication of responsibility to staff who have no line
authority to implement actions or decisions is unrealistic.

2) Lessons to learn
Once you have agreed that you want to go down the Six
Sigma route, don’t expect an easy ride.
It’s designed to test you, your company and your beliefs,
but that can be a good thing. It certainly has been
at PP Control & Automation. Without it we wouldn’t
have established ourselves as an industry leader in

Article

continued
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d. Copying

g. Engaging & educating employees

One of the biggest causes of failure is when companies
believe they can get the required results from applying
tools that others have developed. Some management
teams think all they have to do is copy companies seen as
‘experts’, such as Toyota and General Electric. The reality of
that approach is a disaster in waiting.

Employee participation in project decision-making is a key
principle that affects innovation, productivity and ensures
work satisfaction.
Staff almost always have more complete knowledge of
their work than management does. Therefore, if you can
secure full participation from the outset, decisions will
be made with the best possible pool of information. It
also goes without saying that training is crucial, but the
content, level and depth vary according to the company
and its needs, activity and function. At the risk of repeating
things, it all goes back to the strategy. Training needs to
be appropriate for the elements to be deployed.

Successful implementation must be closely related to the
management philosophy and vision, the problem at hand
and combining this with the culture of the business to
create your own problem solving processes.

e. Thinking it’s just a tool

h. Understanding

The implementation of lean and Six Sigma cannot be
treated as a delegated ‘project’ or as an ‘add on’ to
what you are already doing. They must be treated as a
fundamental change in the business system and senior
management must be fully behind it and instrumental in
communicating it.

Most management teams don’t understand or have
conflicting views when it comes to lean or Six Sigma and
this can cause real issues.
When we don’t understand something, it is nigh-on
impossible to support it. This lack of understanding allows
even the most subtle of issues to derail efforts that could
have taken weeks, months or even years to implement.

You also cannot hope to use every Six Sigma tool on every
issue you face. Sometimes it can overcomplicate things
and can actually lead to a simple solution being missed
that can be solved by following the rigour of the basic
DMAIC process.

i. Metrics

f. Customer focus

There is an insatiable appetite to measure things in today’s
current business environment and that can be a good and
bad thing when it comes to Six Sigma.

When many companies take the decision to go down
this route, the primary interest is to improve internal
cost rather than customer-focused reasons. This is a little
shortsighted and could result in the exercise failing.

Traditional cost accounting techniques such as absorption,
as well as individual machine and employee performance,
can cause a lot of non-supporting behaviour and lead to
the implementation not delivering as much as it should
have done.

We have found that the best approach is to provide the
client with more value sooner. Without the customer
focus, improvement techniques are often difficult to
employ.

Metrics that focus on the processes of value creation and
their associated costs are much more preferential to a
successful outcome.
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3) Success Stories
PP Control & Automation first started the journey
of continuous improvement nearly 24 years
ago, when the decision was taken by the senior
management to find ways in which we could
differentiate ourselves from our rivals. There
was an appetite to be the best when it came to
manufacturing quality, speed and culture.
The roadmap soon stretched into the
implementation of company-wide lean
manufacturing and Six Sigma and, over the
following years, I would estimate that we have
invested more than £5m into this approach.
That may sound like a lot, but not when you
consider the vast benefits and success we have
enjoyed as a result. This has ensured that every
member of our 210-strong workforce receives 200
hours of training every year, we now have access
to a dozen Six Sigma Green Belts and a second
Black Belt overseeing proceedings alongside
myself.

During that time, we have implemented and
completed hundreds of DMAIC projects, focused
on eliminating waste, freeing up capacity and
introducing new machine builds.
There have been many highlights, including a
95% reduction in crimp failures by analysing
and optimising variables and, more recently,
optimising the cable manufacturing process to
one-piece flow has removed £50,000 of work in
progress (WIP).
PP Control & Automation is now a world-class
manufacturing operation that has grown from
£15m to £20m over the last three years, with
an ambitious strategy in place to double this to
£40m by 2020.
Our state-of-the-art facility in the West
Midlands has recently benefited from a millionpound extension, giving us new dedicated
manufacturing space, a modern logistics facility
and the capacity to take on an increasing amount
of outsourcing opportunities.
Lean manufacturing and Six Sigma have both
played a crucial role in our evolution, and will
continue to guide our expansion as we look to
take on life after Brexit.

“Prepare for the
future to find
the next Green
and Black Belts”

Addressing ‘cyber security’
threats for manufacturers

Click here to

read more

Manufacturers from across the UK received a critical
insight into cyber security, as part of the ongoing seminar
events hosted by PP Control & Automation
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The importance of
UL Standards for
North America
Staying the right side of the UL
standard in the US and North America.
Mark Johnson, Engineering Manager at
PP Control & Automation explains why
compliance confusion can be costly for
machinery manufacturers.

In fact, a number of machinery manufacturers have
adopted this approach and depending on which US states
they have been exporting to, may have managed to
escape any serious issues.
But that is until they come across a more stringent
inspection, whether state specific or just a more detailed
and thorough site inspector.

As a manufacturer of machinery, how confident are you
that you are meeting the legal and technical requirements
of the US and North American
markets?
Confusion in respect to
UL508A and NFPA standards
can be extremely costly.

Then the problems then can be huge.

“UL 508A applies to any
company that is supplying
control panels or building
machinery for export to the US
and North America”

As a specialist in electrical
control systems and
automation – coupled
with over 17 years’
experience of designing
and building systems to
meet (Underwriters Laboratory) UL508A standards – at
PP Control & Automation we are amazed at the level
of confusion that still shrouds what does and does not
constitute a UL certified product.

There will be re-working,
supplying new components
and even the time and
financial cost of dispatching
engineers on a plane to go
and sort out the problem as
quickly as they can.

And this isn’t even taking into
consideration consequential
penalties from the customer
due to late installation of
machinery and the impact this
can have on future business relationships.
All of these issues can be easily avoided by taking a more
proactive approach to the subject and working with
companies, like ourselves, that can offer a complete UL
solution in line with their specific needs.

UL 508A certification is an industrial control panel
directive, which is sought by electrical inspectors.

Prior to manufacturing a UL-approved electrical panel, we
will first undertake crucial checks of customer’s submitted
designs. Some examples of checks and considerations and
the common issues of non-compliance are described in
this article.

The UL 508A Listing Mark on an industrial control panel
provides evidence of third party certification to the
municipal inspection authority and to the purchaser of the
panel and, in essence, it shows that the panel complies
with an acceptable safety standard.

It is very important that the design is checked for
compliance with the UL 508A standard prior to
manufacturing the panel, in order to ensure UL
compliance and thus enable us to apply a UL mark to the
electrical panel.

This applies to any company that is supplying control
panels or building machinery for export to the United
States and North America. This could be firms involved
in food processing or packaging equipment, machine
tool manufacturers, pharmaceutical, scientific or
semiconductor plant. It can carry a far reaching remit.

Vendor beware
We have customers, past and present, who believe that
by simply selecting components that are UL listed and
integrating them into a control panel that also carried a UL
(NEMA) rating, that was the start and end of the exercise.

508A
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Defining the required SCCR (short circuit current rating)

Wire bending space

Electrical panels must be designed to achieve a rated minimum
short circuit current rating. A 5000 Amp prospective symmetrical
fault current rating will be sufficient in many cases. Some
applications require a much higher SCCR and these higher fault
current withstand ratings can be achieved with the right design.
The SCCR is one of the most important electrical panel design
factors as AHJs (US Authorities Having Jurisdiction) can prevent
connection and use of an electrical panel if its SCCR rating is not
greater than the symmetrical fault current rating of the power
supply that it will be connected to.

Electrical panels must be designed to provide the necessary
minimum wire bending space in accordance with UL 508A
requirements. The bending space is the distance between a
field wiring termination point inside the panel and the directly
opposite metal wall of the panel. The distance required
depends on the ‘ampacity’ (current rating) of the field wiring
cables. AHJ’s (US Authorities Having Jurisdiction) will prevent
connection of electrical panels that do not have sufficient wire
bending space. Clearly, the cable size calculation is important
and it can affect the dimensions of the panel in some cases.

Design voltage rating and end customer site electrical power
network configuration

US NFPA 70 NEC (National Electrical Code)
and NFPA 79 code compliance

Electrical panels will normally either be connected to a singlephase 115V or three-phase 460/480Vac 60 Hz public power
supply network in the USA. Sometimes system voltages of
575V or even 690Vac three phase may be seen. Power network
connections may be star or delta configuration and the point
of connection could for example be a ‘grounded delta’ supply.
Further design considerations here will include adequacy
of proposed transient voltage surge suppressor modules or
components.

The UL 508A standard incorporates many requirements that
are derived from the US NFPA (US National Fire Prevention
Association) standard no. 70 – the ‘NEC’ (US National Electrical
code). An example is cable ‘ampacities’ (current ratings). Whilst
checking an electrical panel design to the many clauses of the
UL 508A standard, this does not guarantee that a design will be
in accordance with the relevant NEC articles and many of these
are application-specific.
This is yet another example of where electrical panels can
be prevented from connection to an electrical supply by the
authorities, if they are found to be non-compliant with the US
NFPA 70 NEC or NFPA 79 machine safety codes.

In the case of a grounded delta network configuration for
example, prospective transient impulse voltages of 6 kV peak
can appear between incoming phases and the panel’s earth
connection (perhaps for example due to a nearby lightning
storm or switching on and off of large electrical loads on the
local power network). The electrical panel rated impulse voltage
withstand rating requirement will be agreed and the design
checked to ensure it complies. Note that standard UL compliant
electrical panels will be rated up to 600Vac maximum (normally
115Vac, 230Vac or 480Vac). Connection to a 690Vac power
network requires special assessment and design. AHJ’s can
prevent connection of electrical panels that do not have suitable
impulse voltage withstand rating.

As you can start to see, when considering all of the implications
associated with UL508A and the potential significance
of getting it wrong, or indeed simply making the wrong
assumptions, we would always recommend that you seek
the specialist advice of a professional organisation which has
practical experience in this field.

Some benefits of incorporating an electrical control panel carrying the UL 508A certification
n The UL 508A certification provides the inspection authority and your customer evidence
that the control panel complies with nationally recognised safety standards, which ensure
public safety and compliance with national and local electrical codes.
n Manufacturers that carry the UL 508A certification are subject to periodic unannounced
inspections of their facilities by UL personnel. Through periodic audits, UL makes sure the
manufacturer continues to meet the UL requirements for 508A certification.
n The UL Mark on a component means that UL has evaluated and tested samples of
this component and has concluded that they meet the necessary requirements, thus
protecting the quality and integrity of the control panel.
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Further reading
From a strictly business perspective to incredible
celebrations, we had a year to remember in 2017.
We’ve got our customers, suppliers and staff to thank
for that – below highlights some of the news-worthy
highlights of the year. Click articles below for further reading.
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The moments that
made our 50th year
in business
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PP’s Career Open Day
generated 25 new applications

Click to read

PP looks to inspire the
next generation at
World Skills Show

PP Control &
Automation unveils
£1m extension

Click to read

Click to read
As part of the
50th anniversary
celebrations, PP
focusses on the
strength of its
supply chain

PP wins 2017 “The
Manufacturer Award”
TMMX Customer
Service Award

Click to read

Click to read
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Blog series

The huge benefits of a
strategic outsourcing
partnership - Ishida Europe

Click to read

3 reasons you’re losing
orders to competitors

Click to read

How manufacturers
are increasing profits
by £500,000 a year

Click to read

View all

news & blogs
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